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Stephen Hawking’s book ‘A Brief History of
Time’ is the bestselling scientific book of all
time and is one of the most successful of all
non-fiction books written by an English. Dec
18, 2020 Sofemoremovies. com Worries over
use of wind energy in Japan SHINOBI, Japan
(Reuters) - Just before midnight on Saturday,
a freight train slammed into a rolling stock
unit at a train station in the city of Shino,
southwest Japan, killing at least nine people,
five of whom were engineers who worked on
the train. Smoke rises from the site of a train
accident, at a station in the city of Shino,
southwest Japan, in this photo taken by
Kyodo January 12, 2012. REUTERS/Kyodo
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A 300-km (186-mile) segment of track
between the city and the port of Nagoya has
been closed and Japan’s railway operator
suspended regular trains in the area until
further notice. The train crashed around
midnight in the former commercial capital of
Yamaguchi, on the southwestern tip of
Honshu island. The three workers who died
from their injuries had been hit by their own
train. All the victims were engineering staff
who worked for Orient Express, Japan’s
largest privately owned train maker. “I am
very sorry for the victims,” Orient Express
chief executive Tadashi Nishinakai told
reporters on Saturday in an emotional
statement. “I deeply apologize for causing
such a serious accident,” Nishinakai said.
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The incident is the latest in a series of train
accidents in Japan involving freight trains
and one passenger train that have killed 13
people and wounded dozens since January.
The Japanese government has come under
fire from politicians and the media for lax
safety checks and a failure to carry out
inspections of the thousands of trains that run
through its densely populated central and
eastern areas. The government is planning to
introduce a system to monitor trains
throughout Japan, from the operating system
at the point of departure to the final
destination. However, safety experts have
criticized the government for being
unresponsive and failing to implement the
system promptly, as Japan stepped up coal
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and nuclear energy exports to overseas
markets in the 1980s and 1990s. On Friday, a
200-km (124-mile) section of the Shikoku
Shinkansen high-speed train line was
suspended after smoke was detected
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